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Just Listed

Premier Location:Nestled within the prestigious Box Hill community, these west-facing lots on the high side of

Constellation Avenue are a gateway to a serene and luxurious lifestyle in the renowned Box Hill Rise Estate. Box Hill is

renowned for its tranquil ambiance, making it a sought-after locale for discerning homeowners. Box Hill is celebrated for

its welcoming and safe environment, making it an idyllic haven for raising a family. The community's friendly atmosphere

and abundance of recreational facilities ensure a high quality of life for residents of all ages.Generously Sized Plots:Each

of the six available lots spans a generous 338.7sqm with an impressive 11m frontage. These spacious plots offer ample

room for creating your dream home with a substantial yard and double garage. Versatile Design Options:Whether your

vision is contemporary chic or timeless elegance, these plots provide the perfect canvas for realising your dream home.

The versatile lot sizes accommodate a range of architectural designs and styles, ensuring your home reflects your

personal taste and preferences.Proximity to Amenities:Enjoy the convenience of being close to essential amenities. These

lots are situated near reputable schools, beautiful parks, bustling shopping centres, and efficient public transport hubs.

Everything you need for a comfortable and convenient lifestyle is within easy reach.Lucrative Investment:Positioned in a

highly desirable area with growing demand for premium housing, these properties promise lucrative returns for both

homeowners and developers. Secure your place in this flourishing community and benefit from the increasing property

values in Box Hill.Don't miss this opportunity to secure your piece of paradise in Box Hill. Contact us today to learn more

about these exceptional lots on Constellation Avenue and begin your journey toward luxurious living in one of the most

prestigious communities in the area.*All information in this advertisement was gathered from sources deemed reliable,

however Opes RE or any staff related to the advertised property cannot guarantee the accuracy of this information and

nor do we accept responsibility for its accuracy. Intending purchasers must make and rely upon their own enquiries. Opes

RE on behalf of the vendor reserves the right to amend prices or withdraw any property from sale without notice. Agency

interest disclosed.


